CAMBODIA LEARNING VISIT

FEBRUARY 1-10, 2024

We will visit all three of the Growing Hope Globally supported agricultural development programs in Cambodia during this week-long fast-paced visit.

CAMBODIA TBONG KHMUM

This program, implemented by World Hope International, works with mushroom farmers, helping them to take ownership of the sale and distribution of their mushroom production. It is also exploring other livelihood activities to reduce unsafe migration, human trafficking and exploitation.

CAMBODIA MONDULKIRI

Implemented by World Hope International, this program is promoting market-driven, climate-smart agriculture practices to enhance Bunong traditional farming systems and piloting alternative livelihoods in selected villages in Mondulkiri province of Eastern Cambodia along the Vietnamese border.

CAMBODIA SOUTH

This program is implemented by World Renew and local partners KADRA & OREDA. The goal is to improve food security and income for rural farming households by making markets work for the poor, including practicing sustainable intensification farming systems, and moving the producers up the value chain.

APPROXIMATE COST

$150 per day, plus airfare and visa. Scholarships are available.

SIGN UP DEADLINE

December 15, 2023

INTERESTED?

Contact Rachel Conley at (616)283-0694 or rachel@growinghopeglobally.org